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Off-axis electron holography is a powerful technique for recording the phase shift of the 
high-energy electron wave that passes through an electron-transparent specimen in the 
transmission electron microscope. The phase shift is, in turn, sensitive to the electrostatic 
potential and magnetic induction in the specimen. Recent developments in the technique 
have included the use of advanced specimen holders with multiple electrical contacts to 
study nanoscale working devices, the application of electron holographic tomography to 
record three-dimensional potentials with nm spatial resolution and the use of ultra-stable 
transmission electron microscopes to achieve sub-2π/1000-radian phase sensitivity. We are 
currently working on the application of off-axis electron holography to the measurement of 
electrostatic potentials and electric fields around electrically-biased atom probe tomography 
needles. Each experiment typically involves applying a voltage between a needle and a 
counter-electrode. The recorded phase shift can be analyzed either by fitting the phase 
distribution to a simulation based on two lines of opposite charge density or by using a 
model-independent approach that involves contour integration of the phase gradient to 
determine the charge enclosed within the integration contour. Both approaches often 
require evaluation of the difference between phase images acquired for two applied 
voltages, in order to subtract the mean inner potential (and sometimes also the magnetic) 
contribution to the phase. On the assumption of cylindrical symmetry, the three-
dimensional potential and field around such a needle can be determined from the results. 
We are also working on a model-based approach that can be used to reconstruct the three-
dimensional magnetization distribution inside a specimen from a series of phase images 
recorded using electron holography. In order to develop the technique, we are generating 
simulated magnetic induction maps by projecting three-dimensional magnetization 
distributions onto two-dimensional Cartesian grids. We use known analytical solutions for 
the phase shifts of simple geometrical objects to pre-compute contributions to the phase 
from individual parts of the grids, in order to simulate phase images of arbitrary three-
dimensional objects from any projection direction, with numerical discretization performed 
in real space in order to avoid artifacts generated by discretization in Fourier space without 
a significant increase in computating time. This forward simulation approach is used in an 
iterative model-based algorithm to solve the inverse problem of reconstructing the three-
dimensional magnetization distribution in the specimen from a tomographic tilt series of 
phase images. The use of such a model-based approach avoids many of the artifacts that 
result from using classical tomographic techniques based on backprojection, as well as 
allowing additional physical constraints to be incorporated. 


